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Conceptualizing leadership with respect to its historical–contextual antecedents to power Raymond D. Gordon* School of Management, University of Technology Sydney, PO Box 123, Broadway, Sydney, NSW 2007, Australia



Abstract An attempt is made here to build on the ideas and arguments presented in a recent Leadership Quarterly journal article written by Hunt and Dodge [Leadership Q. Yearly Overview Leadership 11 (2000) 435.]. In their article, these authors argue that contemporary leadership researchers tend to neglect the historical – contextual antecedents of the field and as a result are developing many theories that reflect little more than a form of ‘‘academic amnesia’’ and ‘‘leadership de´ja` vu’’. The importance of Hunt and Dodge’s argument is reinforced through the use here of a form of deconstruction to reveal a lacuna in the leadership literature — the insufficient coverage of power, particularly at what is termed a deep structure level. With the current context of organizational change in mind, this lacuna is shown to have problematic consequences for leadership theory in general. More specifically, the increasing use of dispersed leadership strategies is shown to be particularly problematic. The article proposes a new conceptual framework that begins to address these problems and in so doing provides ideas and challenges for future research in the field. D 2002 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.



1. Introduction The article begins by exploring the context of leadership in today’s organizations. The current shift in the ‘‘limits to power’’ (Clegg & Hardy, 1996a, 1996b) within organizations — evident in the adoption of organic structures and empowerment strategies — is shown to be of central importance to the nature of this context. Because of the significance of this shift, how the mainstream leadership literature has addressed the construct of power becomes a focal point in the article. * Tel.: +61-2-9514-3646; fax: +61-2-9514-3602. E-mail address: [email protected] (R.D. Gordon). 1048-9843/02/$ – see front matter D 2002 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. PII: S 1 0 4 8 - 9 8 4 3 ( 0 2 ) 0 0 0 9 5 - 4
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To explore how the leadership literature addresses power, the article uses a form of deconstruction. The deconstruction process highlights a significant difference in the way traditional leadership (i.e., trait, style, contingency, and new leadership approaches) and dispersed leadership theories discuss power. Dispersed leadership theories, while only representing one of a number of current approaches to leadership theorizing, are focused on here because they have emerged in response to the shifting limits to power in organizations today. In short, dispersed leadership theories promote empowerment through the transfer of leadership skills and responsibilities to lower-level workers (Bryman, 1996). The two generic forms of dispersed leadership are self-leadership and the leadership of autonomous work teams. More specific examples are given further on in the article. One of the key arguments presented is that the leadership literature insufficiently addresses power, particularly at what is termed a ‘‘deep structure’’ level. Surface-level structures are defined as being readily identifiable, such as those evident in organizational charts or a worker’s job title, objectives, and goals. Deep structures on the other hand are defined as forms of constraint that are less readily identifiable (Clegg, 1989; Deetz, 1985; Pentland, 1999). They can take on various forms, but common to all these forms are effects that reflect ‘‘codes’’ of behavioral order. Of interest here is how these codes convey the relative status of people within the social system in which they exist. That is, how these codes or deep structures differentiate people on the basis of power. An example of the effect of deep structure can be seen when people interact with someone whom they recognize as having a higher status than themselves. In most social settings, particularly organizational settings, there are historically constituted codes of order, which indicate that when interacting with someone of high status, people are expected to do so in a respectful and deferential manner (Goffman, 1959, 1964) and to do otherwise would be seen as behaving inappropriately. Such an act, however, reinforces ongoing power relationships in which those expected to act with deference are marginalized. Another example is the way and degree to which statements become ordered in organizations. An ordering of statements occurs when the method by which high-status individuals or groups (usually an organization’s elite) make decisions and/or give instructions are adopted by other members in the organization. Characteristically, this ordering occurs down an organization’s hierarchical line. As one can appreciate, such an ordering of statements is likely to go largely unnoticed but would nevertheless limit the potential range of the outcomes in decision-making and instructional situations. ‘‘Deep structure’’ is used here as a symbolic term, which signals to the reader that the article will be discussing multiple levels of analysis. The term also resonates with and supports Hunt and Dodge’s (2000) claim that contemporary leadership researchers need to explore the antecedents of their field. It is acknowledged that cultural theorists may see the term as referring to cultural forms and not structures. Similarly, genealogists will see the term ‘‘deep structure’’ as being synonymous with that of an archaeology of order. The emphasis here, however, is on succinctly communicating to readers that the effect of such forms, orders, or structures on organizational actors is both constraining and unobtrusive in nature. An alternative conceptual framework is also presented which is aimed at addressing the deficiencies identified in the leadership literature and to provide ideas, questions, and
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challenges for future research. The article concludes with a discussion that suggests the shifting limits to power in organizations today is rendering many of the constructs that we have come to take for granted, such as leadership, problematic.



2. Context of leadership in today’s organizations Orthodox, or as they will be termed here traditional organizational forms (Weber, 1978), reflect the concepts of differentiation, rationalization, and specialization and are characterized by hierarchy, division of labor, and managerial control. These structures promote clear boundaries for individual and group identities, which, according to more traditional theorists (Parsons, 1937, 1951), allow social environments to be easily controlled through departmentalization and the rational acceptance of who governs and who obeys. In short, these structures help people to understand who they are and how they are ‘‘supposed’’ to relate in organizational settings. In contrast, new organizational forms, emerging in response to the fast-changing nature of today’s business environments, are defined as having organically orientated structures and operations (Palmer & Dunford, 1997). These structures and operations are designed to facilitate a more fluid relationship between the organization and its environment. This in turn is supposed to improve the organization’s operational flexibility and thus the ability to deal with change. There has been a proliferation of terms used to describe these forms, including ‘‘networks,’’ ‘‘collaborations,’’ ‘‘federalist structure,’’ ‘‘shamrock structure,’’ and ‘‘virtual organizations’’ (Bolman & Deal, 1997). As pointed out by Palmer and Dunford (1997), advancements in technology (particularly information technology) have led to the emergence of these new organizational forms. Clegg and Hardy (1996a) argue that people within these organizations, not to mention the organizations themselves, are now forced to work with and exhibit multiple identities in the form of diverse social roles and cyberspace icons (see also Clegg, 1990). The need to work with multiple identities, along with the increasingly discontinuous and discursive nature of today’s work environments, is causing the boundaries that once gave people an understanding of who they were and how they were ‘‘supposed’’ to relate to become less salient (Clegg & Hardy, 1996a). In other words, these boundaries are blurring, as collaborative organization, along with the sharing of resources and information, become necessities in today’s business world. More significantly for the study of leadership, these changes have led to the widespread adoption of empowerment strategies. Such an adoption is understandable: if one flattens an organization’s structure, there is little choice but to empower the organisations lower-level workers with broader decision-making responsibilities. As a result, the traditional ‘‘limits to power’’ once designated by boundaries of hierarchy and rational authority are also blurring. In short, empowerment dedifferentiates power relationships that are based upon vertical forms of differentiation (Clegg, 1990). This dedifferentiation of traditional power relationships, as I show further on in this article, has important implications for the theory and practice of leadership.
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3. Deconstructing leadership theory Deconstruction has been described as the analysis of the relationship between dualities in texts (Boje, 1995). For Calas and Smircich (1991), deconstruction emphasizes how words within texts have multiple meanings, how the theme that binds the contextual meaning of these words masks an alternate theme from the reader. In other words, while text may portray the words, deeds, or actions of a subject in a positive fashion, it may simultaneously mask how these words, deeds, and actions marginalize other subjects (for further examples of deconstruction, see Calas & Smircich, 1988; Culler, 1982; Derrida, 1974; Kilduff, 1993; Martin, 1990). Thus, here, deconstructing the theory of organizational leadership will involve looking for evidence of dualities in the main approaches that make up the literature, along with an assessment of the extent to which concepts such as privilege, domination, and discipline are masked but nevertheless embedded within these approaches. To begin, mainstream management theorists appeared to turn their interest to organizational leadership early in the 20th century. Since then, a myriad of leadership theories has been developed which may be placed into five broad categories: trait, style, contingency, new leadership, and now dispersed leadership. The trait theories (Bowden, 1927; Schenk, 1928) focused attention on determining the attributes and qualities, which differentiated leaders from followers or ‘‘good’’ from ‘‘poor’’ leaders. These theories explained leadership in terms of the attributes of those extraordinary individuals who were recognized as ‘‘good’’ leaders. The style theorists (Blake & Mouton, 1964; Likert, 1961; McGregor, 1966) turned their attention away from the traits of leaders to how leaders behaved. They explained leadership in terms of the behavior and style of prominent social and organizational leaders. The contingency theorists (Evans, 1970; Fiedler, 1967; Hersey & Blanchard, 1969; Vroom & Yetton, 1973; Yukl, 1971, 1989) argued that there was no ‘‘one best style’’ or set of behaviors that could be attributed to ‘‘good’’ leadership. Rather, they argued that leadership is related to situational demands, that is, situational factors determined who was recognized as a ‘‘good’’ leader. Leadership was explained in terms of how leaders adapted to the needs of a situation or how to place a particular type of leader into a situation to which he or she was best suited. The New Leadership paradigm incorporated three main categories of theory — transactional leadership, transformational leadership, and culture-based leadership (Bryman, 1996). The transactional leadership theorists, including those theorists who explored the concept of leadership through the eyes of followers, explained leadership as contingent on a condition of transaction or exchange between leaders and followers (Hollander, 1979). Alternatively, transformational leadership theory argued that ‘‘good’’ leadership is achieved through more than just tangible inducements. It suggested that leadership can be conceptually organized along a number of charismatic and situationally correlated dimensions: charismatic leadership, inspirational leadership, intellectual stimulation, and individual consideration (Bass & Stogdill, 1990). The culture-based theorists viewed leadership as being culturally specific, where ‘‘good’’ leadership, among other things, primarily depends on whether or not a leader’s style is in synchronization with his or her organization’s culture (Bryman, 1996). Each of the abovementioned approaches (trait, style, contingency, and new leadership) may be thought of as rival camps in the traditional accounts of leadership. Common to each of these
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accounts is an adherence to the more orthodox structures and control models of organization. Moreover, within these approaches, the leader/follower relationship is of central importance to the concept of leadership. This relationship takes on a dualistic orientation in which leaders are given a position of privilege because they are considered to be, either through natural ability or the possession of appropriate attributes, superior to their followers — the argument being that if leaders were not superior, people would not follow them. It is because of these common adherences that these accounts are defined in this article as being traditional in orientation. The historical constitution of this differential in power between leaders and followers has resulted in mainstream management theorists viewing the superiority of leaders as a ‘‘natural’’ thing and thus unproblematic. Such a view has given rise to a theme that appears to pervade the literature, a theme in which leaders are given a ‘‘voice’’ and a right to dominate while at the same time silencing the voice of followers (for examples, see Enz, 1988; Gandz & Murray, 1980; Mintzberg, 1983). It should be noted that this marginalization of followers appears to have occurred almost unwittingly, that is, over time, the superiority of leaders has become a taken-for-granted reality. The consequence, however, is that critical analysis of the relationship between leadership and power appears to have been considered unnecessary or, more to the point, overlooked. Theorists such as Clegg and Hardy (1996b) offer some interesting insights into how such an oversight may have occurred. They suggest that within the management literature the exercise of power by unsanctioned workers is constantly referred to in negative terms such as resistance, dysfunctional, and illegitimate. They argue that such assertions do not ask the question, ‘‘In whose eyes is power deemed illegitimate?’’ They point out that the literature defines legitimacy in terms of ‘‘the organization,’’ when theorists really mean the organizational elite, that is, organizational leaders. Similarly, Knights and Willmott (1992) point out that the leadership literature constantly refers to leaders as outstanding individuals residing at the top of ‘‘their’’ organization and the word ‘‘their’’ indicating that theorists have erroneously attributed organizational ownership and hence social power to leaders (for similar arguments, see Haugaard, 1997; Horkheimer, 1974; Jermier, 1985). Despite French and Raven (1960) pointing out more than 40 years ago that the literature often confuses the legitimacy of organizational power with that associated with that of ‘‘office’’ in the Weberian sense, leadership theorists continue to equate the interests of leaders with those of the organization. The possibility that leaders may act with respect to their own interests is ignored. In line with these observations, Clegg and Hardy (1996b) further suggest that ‘‘mechanisms of dominance such as leadership, culture, and structure are usually treated as being neutral, inevitable, or objective and hence unproblematic.’’ (See also Deetz, 1985; Fairclough, 1989; Ranson, Hining, & Greenwood, 1980; Sievers, 1994; Willmott, 1993 for similar arguments.) Thus, the mainstream management literature appears to endow leaders with an unquestionable moral and functional superiority and unproblematically assumes that they exist independent of context and time, that is, they are rational beings. Dispersed leadership, however, appears to espouse something a little different. As categorized by Bryman (1996), this approach includes theories such as Superleadership (Manz & Sims, 1991, 1996; Sims & Lorenzi, 1992), Real teams (Katzenbach & Smith, 1993), Selfleadership (Kirkman & Rosen, 1999; Kouzes & Posner, 1993; Uhl-Bien & Graen, 1998;
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Williams, 1997), Leadership as a process (Hosking, 1991; Knights & Willmott, 1992), and Distributed leadership (Senge, 1999). In a generic sense, these theories represent the decentralization of leadership skills and responsibilities in an organization. Reflecting on the titles of these theories gives an indication of the practical forms they might take. Primarily, these forms include self-leadership and team-based leadership. Selfleadership is where employees are taught to lead themselves, taking responsibility for their own direction and control. The nature of team leadership discussed in these theories is not the same as that written about by earlier theorists on teams. Rather, it focuses on the nature of team leadership where an organization is restructured into autonomous work teams, recently termed self-led work teams, each of which is controlled by its own leader. These theories are defined as nontraditional in their orientation because, unlike the dualistic nature of the power relationship between leaders and followers found in traditional leadership approaches, these theories espouse a sharing of power between leaders and followers. The significance of this point is that the sharing of power between leaders and followers renders the focus on ‘‘the leader’’ by the more traditional theories problematic. When leadership skills and responsibilities are dispersed or shared throughout an organization, an emphasis is placed upon the process of leadership and not upon the attributes or style of a person—‘‘the leader’’. In short, dispersed leadership theories, in some cases maybe unwittingly, imply that leadership is not necessarily something that an extraordinary individual does. Rather, it is something that many people can do. Furthermore, viewing leadership as a process suggests that the leader/follower relationship is no longer of central importance to the study of leadership. On the contrary, such a view suggests that the boundaries, which once differentiated ‘‘the leader’’ from ‘‘the follower,’’ are now very gray. With the espoused sharing of power in mind, it seems reasonable to expect the construct of power to have occupied a central position in the development of dispersed leadership theory. However, a closer look at the literature shows that this is not the case. Indeed, the dispersed leadership theories tend to ignore power. By way of example, Katzenbach and Smith (1993), in their work on real teams, appear to assume that the devolution of leadership’s power and control to team leaders will occur unproblematically. Such an assumption implies that the organizational elite will willingly transfer the power of leadership to team leaders and, when doing so, will have no overriding influence on the nature of this transference or its ongoing management. However, even if the intention of the organizational elite is to share power, the work of Clegg (1989), Foucault (1970), and Haugaard (1997) demonstrates that the behavior of people can be unobtrusively constrained by historically constituted codes of order or, as they are termed here, deep structures. As we shall see further on, reference to deep structures provides an alternative view of power in organizations to that predominately discussed in the mainstream management literature. By way of explanation at this point, the existence of deeper structures suggests that power is not necessarily something that people either do or do not possess. Rather, it is historically constituted in their knowledge of how they are supposed to act in a given situation and therefore surrounds and pervades them (Foucault, 1980). Thus, irrespective of the intentions of elite organizational members, because of the constraining nature of power at a deep structure level of their organization, they may not be able to transfer leadership skills and responsibilities to
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lower-level workers. On the contrary, organizational members may consider such a transfer to be inappropriate with respect to the codes of behavioral order embedded in the organization’s deep structure. Manz and Sims (1991, p. 22) explain their theory of Superleadership by arguing that a superleader empowers his or her followers by teaching them to lead themselves. The only explicit mention of power they make is within a table in which they compare the characteristics of superleadership with those of more traditional leadership approaches. In this table, Manz and Sims assert that power is shared in the practice of superleadership, but they do not critically analyze the nature of power in superleadership settings. As a result, I argue that while their work makes a valuable contribution to the field, much of it remains problematic. For instance, they provide a seven-step model for achieving superleadership. Central to this model is the process of ‘‘guided participation,’’ which involves leaders shaping the behavior of their workers into a set of ‘‘desired’’ self-leadership behaviors. In this model, however, Manz and Sims appear to overlook the somewhat paradoxical problem associated with considering whose self-leadership behavior is ‘‘desired’’ and offer no critical evaluation of the effect of the historically constituted power differential between traditional leaders (organizational elite) and their newly appointed dispersed leaders (team leaders). Manz and Sims also do not recognize or acknowledge that the guided participation process they promote may be flawed by the nature of constraint that an organization’s deep structure may have on its workers. It is possible that this constraint will result in workers assessing that it is in their best interests to make decisions that do not breech the expectations of their superiors, understood through the fact that their superiors are running the guided participation process. If so, these workers are not exercising their own discretion. In addition, rather than being shared, power remains centralized. Sims and Lorenzi (1992) extend Manz and Sims’s work on superleadership. They use the same table but leave blank the cell in the table that represents the relationship between superleadership and power (p. 297). Interestingly, this is the only blank cell in the table. Sims and Lorenzi make no reference to this omission, leaving one to question their intention. Despite this puzzling omission, they appear to indirectly recognize the problematic nature of power. Rather than specifically discussing power, they discuss how superleaders need to be concerned with ethics when exercising their influence. They use this discussion as a basis for justifying Manz and Sims’s (1991) theory of superleadership. They assert that when leaders guide others to lead themselves, they empower these people and thereby ‘‘cut the perceived manipulation strings’’ associated with the exercise of influence (p. 281). However, in a somewhat contradictory fashion, Sims and Lorenzi suggest that in order to empower their followers, leaders ‘‘must be trained to model the desired self-leadership behavior on the part of their subordinates’’ (p. 281). Such a suggestion appears to promote a more surreptitious form of dominance since it also does not ask the question ‘‘whose desired self-management behavior?’’ It assumes that traditional leaders are more capable of knowing the best interest of their followers than their followers are themselves. One must question whether such a modeling process would result in empowered self-leaders. Sims and Lorenzi (1992) explain their suggestion that superleaders need to shape the self-
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leadership behavior of their followers by arguing that the use of open behavioral management techniques will overcome the ethical dilemmas associated with the modeling process. This may well be true but they too have overlooked deep structures and thereby the extent to which these structures constrain and shape open behavioral management techniques. Some theorists and practitioners may argue that ‘‘total empowerment is not the objective.’’ However, even if the objective is only to empower lower-level leaders within specific boundaries, the sense that people make of their world is constrained by the deep structures that surround them. Because recent history reflects the principles and practices of traditional organization, these deep structures are likely to reflect traditional power relationships. Hence, there is a strong likelihood that despite acquiring a new title or role that symbolizes their empowerment, people will continue to infer a need to comply with the wishes of dominant power holders. Such a level of constraint is likely to result in the continued centralization of leadership’s power and control and contradicts the theoretical underpinnings of dispersed leadership. Such a case offers no advancement to the theory and practice of leadership. It is simply more of the same cloaked in a veil of false empowerment (Gordon, 1998) or, as Hunt and Dodge (2000) would suggest, simply leadership de´ja` vu all over again. Fig. 1 is designed to summarize how the leadership and power literatures are currently related. While they do overlap, the extant leadership literature fails to address power at a deep structure level. Of more importance, with respect to the context of change in organizations today, the subliteratures of deep structure and dispersed leadership do not overlap and thus have no



Fig. 1. Relative position of the leadership, power, dispersed leadership, and deep structure literatures within the mainstream management literature. The dotted ovals represent the proposed relative position of the dispersed leadership and deep structure literatures: the problematic area identifying where research contributions can be made.
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relationship. In other words, the leadership literature in general and dispersed leadership theory in particular have ignored the relationship between leadership and power at a deep structure level. In summary, the deconstruction of leadership shows that much of the literature is underpinned by the leader/follower dualism (see Table 1). In this dualism, the leader is differentiated from the follower on the basis of superior power and leaders are privileged with a position of dominance that followers appear to willingly obey. Moreover, the superiority of leaders has become part of the natural order of things and therefore most likely embedded in the deep structures of most organizations. Dispersed leadership, however, which has emerged in response to the nature of change in organizations, promotes the sharing of power between leaders and followers. In short, it gives followers a voice in organizational leadership. Table 1 shows that when viewed through a lens that embodies the constructs of structure, power, and identity, traditional and dispersed leadership theories appear to be diametrically opposed to each other. Accordingly, this article asserts that underlying traditional leadership theories are the concepts of differentiation (clear boundaries of identity between leaders and followers) and domination (the ‘‘natural’’ superiority of the leader and the giving over of will by followers). In contrast, underlying dispersed leadership theories are the concepts of dedifferentiation (blurred boundaries of identity between leaders and followers) and collaboration (sharing of power between leaders and followers). It is argued here that because of dispersed leadership’s insufficient coverage of power (see Table 1), the nature of this opposition between traditional and dispersed leadership requires



Table 1 Main leadership literature categories and relation to structure, power, and identity Approach



Categories



Organizational structure



Power



Traditional



Trait



Traditional



Unproblematic



Style



Traditional



Contingency Traditional New leadership



Nontraditional Dispersed



Predominantly traditional



Leader/follower Leader/follower identities relations



Differentiated dualism Unproblematic Differentiated dualism Unproblematic Differentiated dualism Power addressed at Differentiated a surface level dualism (resource and decision based)



New Unproblematic organizational forms, (organic)



Appears to be blurring?



Leader dominant Leader dominant Leader dominant Leader dominant but interaction recognized



Appears (on the surface) to be dedifferentiating due to the sharing of power? The table shows how the main categories in the leadership literature address the constructs of structure, power, and identity. Entries in italics represent areas where a contribution to research can be made.
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further empirical investigation. What is supposed to happen in theory — the dispersion or sharing of leadership’s power and control — may not be happening in practice. Of even greater concern is that while new structures and titles may indicate that leadership is being dispersed at a surface level, at a deep structure level, leadership outcomes may remain centralized in the hands of a dominant group or individual. Therefore, under the guise of sharing leadership’s power and control, dominant power holders will exercise their power through a network of compliant, so called, self-leaders (see Barker 1993 for an empirical example of a similar phenomenon). The result is more of the same or leadership de´ja` vu (Hunt & Dodge, 2000), a more covert or unintentional form of dominance rather than a collaborative work environment that facilitates flexibility and innovative responses to change.



4. Towards an alternative conceptual framework This section discusses the work of some of the more recent power theorists who, through focusing on the link between power and knowledge, address power at a deep structure level. Emerging out of this discussion will be a number of interesting concepts and questions that lend themselves to future research projects in the field. As may be seen in Fig. 2, these concepts and questions are used to develop a research framework, which is based on the comparison of the characteristics, corollaries, and effects of situations in which traditional and dispersed leadership are practiced. First, it is acknowledged that a number of less mainstream management theorists, who do not focus on the link between power and knowledge, have made a valuable contribution to the leadership literature. For instance, in the field of education, Dunlap and Goldman (1991) and Kreisberg (1992) have developed the theme of ‘‘power through’’ and ‘‘power with’’ instead of ‘‘power over’’ in education settings. However, while these approaches make a valuable contribution to the literature in that they are addressing the shifting limits to power in organizations, they also neglect deep structure. As is about to be seen, without further investigation into the effect of deep structures in organizational settings, including, educational, administrative, and classroom contexts, one cannot be sure that ‘‘power through’’ and ‘‘power with’’ is not simply masked form of ‘‘power over’’. That is, the ‘‘power through’’ and ‘‘power with’’ approaches may simply mask the continuing effects of deep-seated power antecedents that reinforce the ‘‘power over’’ approach. The work of the more recent and less orthodox power theorists such as Clegg (1975, 1989, 2000), Flyvbjerg (1998), Foucault (1970, 1979, 1980), and Haugaard (1997, 2000) provides insights into power at a deep structure level of organizational life. Their work, as mentioned earlier, shows that power is not only linked to the control of tangible resources and decision situations but also is embedded in the codes of order that people reflect upon to make sense of their world. Power is thus historically constituted in people’s knowledge of these codes. Haugaard (1997) points out that codes of order, among other things, promulgate differential relationships. He goes on to argue that over time the continual reinforcement of these relationships has resulted in certain roles in societies, particularly leadership roles, acquiring a form of social capital. In other words, the need for these roles and their associated superior
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Fig. 2. Alternative research framework.



power has become a ‘‘taken-for-granted reality’’ or a reified ‘‘truth’’. He adds that ‘‘once a set of practices are reified, they are no longer open to dispute,’’ they become part of the natural order of things (Haugaard, 1997, p. 213). The importance of this point is that the constant reinforcement throughout the premodern and modern eras, at both a theoretical and practical level, of the leader/follower dualism has resulted in the ‘‘natural’’ superiority of the leader, not to mention the very need for leadership becoming an indisputable ‘‘reality’’.
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Foucault (1980) adds that if actors do not act with respect to the codes of order that underpin the social system in which they exist, they risk losing their ‘‘voice’’. Their words and actions might be perceived by others as being inappropriate, that is, untrue or alien with respect to the ‘‘natural order of things.’’ Bearing in mind the reification of leadership, this article asserts that the need to make appropriate statements and actions has problematic implications for the theory of dispersed leadership. If, in an attempt to disperse leadership, traditional leaders dedifferentiate their relationship with their followers, they may well be seen as behaving inappropriately. In such a case, followers may react by seeking to replace the leader with a more traditionally oriented leader. Thus, if leaders wish to maintain their positions, they will need to maintain their ‘‘voice’’. To do this, they will need to be perceived by their followers as behaving as a leader ‘‘should,’’ as behaving with respect to the codes of order that reflect ‘‘good’’ leadership within the social system that the codes exist (Haugaard, 1997). It is important to note at this point that organizations are not equitable social systems. Those people in positions of dominance, those with a strong voice, are more likely to shape the nature of change in social settings. Organizational leaders in particular, as per the leader/follower dualism, have traditionally held positions of dominance. As Haugaard (1997) notes, people who hold positions of dominance, by virtue of the acceptance by others of their superiority, become legitimate carriers of meaning and producers of truth. Not surprisingly then, people have come to rely on leaders to make decisions and thereby create ‘‘new truths’’. Interestingly, this phenomenon is central to the transformational leadership thesis. However, with the reification of leadership still in mind, such a privileged position has allowed traditional leaders to control agendas and thus ‘‘. . .produce a corpus of statements, which not only create new ‘‘truths’’ but also recreate the justification for their own existence’’ (Haugaard, 1997, p. 208). In short, this privileged position has allowed traditional leaders to consolidate their need to exist and embed their right to power at a deep structure level of social settings, particularly organizational settings. This embedded right to power renders the dispersion of leadership throughout organizations somewhat dubious. When introducing dispersed leadership, one is left pondering questions such as the following: What happens to the reality of leadership when power is shared between the leader and the follower? If the identity of leaders and followers is no longer differentiated, who leads and who follows? Is the sharing of power between leaders and followers not unlike the shifting limits to power in organizations, rendering leadership an untruth? For leadership to become an untruth, our knowledge of leadership, which has been constituted over centuries, would need to be changed or more accurately reconstituted. At this time, it seems safe to assert that in western societies, not to mention most other societies, knowledge of leadership has not been reconstituted. Thus, even if an organization introduces dispersed leadership, it is highly likely that the knowledge its members reflect upon to make sense of things, knowledge that is embedded at a deep structure level, will reflect the principles and practices of traditional leadership. Therefore, I argue that in such a situation there is likely to be tension, if not a distinct paradox, between surface structures (structural changes reflecting the dispersion of leadership) and deep structures (structures reflecting the history of leadership). Such tensions and paradoxes need to be more thoroughly scrutinized by leadership researchers.
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Fig. 2 presents a proposed research framework, which is aimed at showing how theorists and practitioners might recognize the existence of tensions and paradoxes between surface structures and deep structures when an organization attempts to disperse its leadership. The framework contains a typology of the characteristics, corollaries, and effects for both traditional and dispersed leadership (see Fig. 2, Columns 1 and 2)). These have been deduced from the above discussion. The framework also contains a third set of characteristics, corollaries, and effects, which reflect a scenario where an organization has made the shift to dispersed leadership (see Fig. 2, Column 3). Note that the surface characteristics of the organization’s leadership have changed, but the resulting effects continue to reflect those of a traditional leadership typology. Such a scenario suggests that something is happening at a corollary (deep structure) level. The research questions proposed at the corollary level of this scenario (Fig. 2, Column 3) have been designed to show how researchers might begin to investigate leadership problems at a deep structure level. In this case, the scenario suggests that despite changes to surface level characteristics, the organization’s deeper structures (e.g., with respect to leadership and who guards the production of ‘‘truth’’) may continue to reinforce the theoretical underpinnings of the traditional leadership theory (i.e., differentiation and domination). I argue that in such circumstances, dispersed leaders are likely to act in accordance with the desires and wishes of those they perceive as having superior power to themselves. Thus, it will be these more dominant players who carry meaning and shape the construction of ‘‘truth’’.



5. Conclusion I began by highlighting the importance of a recent article in which Hunt and Dodge (2000) argue that leadership theorists need to take more account of the historical–contextual antecedents of their field. The context of change in today’s organizations highlights the shifting limits to power in organizations and the subsequent use of dispersed leadership strategies as key problematic issues for the theory and practice of leadership today. The deconstruction of the leadership literature showed that, in general, theorists in the field have tended to treat the relationship between leadership and power as unproblematic. The theories treat the superiority of leaders as an unremarkable phenomenon and therefore offer little if any critical evaluation of the implications associated with this superiority. Even the dispersed leadership theorists who from a theoretical perspective argue, although perhaps somewhat perfunctorily, for the sharing of power between leaders and followers and hence the dedifferentiation of the leader/follower relationship and thus continue with the apolitical approach adopted by the vast majority of traditional leadership theorists. Accordingly, a key argument in the article has been that dispersed leadership offers an insufficient treatment of power. Hunt and Dodge (2000) may suggest that the dispersed leadership theorists, because of a lack of historical–contextual analysis, have underexplored the paradigmatic antecedents of their field. Therefore, dispersed leadership theorists have not recognized the extent to which the constraint of their own epistemological grounding has masked alternative, yet important, perspectives from their view.
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With paradigmatic constraint in mind, more traditional theorists may well argue that if power relationships are shifting and people have less understanding of how they are ‘‘supposed’’ to relate to others, then organizations must also lack control, that is, be in chaos. However, more recently, theorists such as Clegg (1990) and Weick (1995) have pointed out that there are forms of control other than rational authority. For instance, how people value their relationship with others directly affects their behavior when in the presence of these others. This effect is a form of behavioral control. Such an observation highlights a need for a better understanding of how the nature of the relationship between workers might be used more prominently as a means of control in organizations (Berscheid, Snyder, & Omoto, 1989; Weick, 1995). The increasing focus on relational leadership theories (Hunt & Ropo, 1997) and the use of self-led work teams appears to support this claim. Moreover, the nature of change in organizations today, specifically the dedifferentiation of traditional power relationships, gives rise to a serious problem in regard to the different types of decisions made at different levels of organizations: who makes and coordinates the strategic, operational, and task-oriented decisions made in dispersed leadership scenarios? Dispersed leadership theorists would probably assert that the dispersion of leadership results in devolution of organizational levels. Thus, these decisions would be made collectively at a team level. This may be so, but decision patterns are forms of deep structure that designate who can make decisions, when, and where. Hence, without first investigating how deep structures such as historically constituted decision patterns affect decision-making in dispersed leadership scenarios, such an assertion remains problematic. This area would offer a fruitful avenue for further research in the field of leadership. From a more abstract level, if the leader/follower relationship is dedifferentiated, with power shared between the leader and follower, the question that must be asked is, ‘‘who leads and who follows?’’ Does not such a question imply ‘‘the leader’’ is dead? Also, if dispersed leadership is killing the leader, is it preempting the end of leadership? Of course, this is only the case if leadership continues to be seen as something that an extraordinary individual (‘‘the leader’’) does rather than a process, which can be shared among many people. Irrespective of whether people are capable of viewing leadership as a process or not, it seems safe to assert that because of their personal power and the reification of their need to exist, leaders will be around for some time to come. Therefore, the challenge for leaders in today’s organizations, who must differentiate themselves in order to maintain their position (i.e., exist), is to do so without constraining the discretionary action of their followers. In a fast-changing world, it is imperative for leaders to encourage their followers to take their voice. To carryout this out, leaders must, without losing their own voice through the use of inappropriate statements and actions, help their followers to recognize and challenge the boundaries that constrain the creative capacity of people in organizations, the boundaries outlining the traditional leader/follower relationship being seen as indicative of such a form of constraint. The challenge for leaders, therefore, is to differentiate and dedifferentiate themselves at the same time. Because differentiating and de-differentiating oneself at the same appears paradoxical, leaders need to focus on eliminating the negative effects of differentiation. Thus, if they do wish to empower their followers they will need to devise ways of differentiating themselves without dominating their followers. Doing so will not be as easy as it may sound
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